In my practice I’m dealing with the systems of visual representation
and how they‘re shaped by the current and future technological
progress.
I’m mostly obsessed about how we try to represent
and stereotype the living, organic part of our human landscape.
I’m interested in speculative narrations and speculative images
that seem at the first sight to be set in the future, but actually
they’re already a part of our world.
Sometimes I try to imagine my artworks to be done and observed
not just from the human scale, in a more wide ecosystem that
can comprehend the past and the future, and even the non-living.
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and then we cut the ground from under
Full HD video, 6 min. 26´, h264, stereo, 2018 - 2019
sound design by Matteo Nobile
voice by Melissa Ghidini
photography by Matteo Pasin

The video is first part of a narration that imagines the Earth turned flat.
This impossible shift is unfolded in the words of a scientist who
describes the changes that Earth has gone through since.
example of 3D material model, wikimedia

The imagery of the video is inspired by 3D simulations of models used for
visualizations of materials behaviour in material physics research.

still from the video

https://drive.google.com/file/d/1ztlEGriJH_KXaMMnE_83xg2x5_4OlUbG/view?usp=sharing

“This is the fifth anniversary of the flattening of the Earth

The semispheric part of our planet could be a parallel version of our

The Earth used to be a chubby rotating sphere, falling in a dark uni-

world, one that hasn’t become flat. So there would be everything that

verse. It touched the abstract ground and for some time it’s flattened.

is here, included me doing this research, but in the let’s say ..spherical

I’ve worked as a scientist till the announcement, now is pure observa-

version. there was a split of the forms..

tion. we can’t form anything new. Physics stopped working on Earth.

Other say that when our planet turned flat, all the continents, oceans

We can’t experiment and communicate. Weve almost lost numbers,

and all the matter was sucked up to the top forming this flat cap. So

languages. I’m writing from the border of the Earth , the only place

there wouldn’t be anything on the other part, it´s a base for the flat

where we can still observe.

plate of the world. It was a flattening. Leveling. Simplification. Horizon-

Maybe we live in a kind of experiment.

talization.

on a flat part of a semispheric planet. Our world is the same as before,

Our territory has remained intact, as we’ve always remembered it.

but the other side is impossible to reach. We lost gravitational force

But the edge of the Earth was formed.

when we turned flat. We perceive other forces, somehow. Around our

The edge did not exist before, as on the sphere there are no edges.

world theres a barrier, a bubble that blocks all movement.

Do you remember?..”

still from the video

still from the video

still from the video

i used to envy yyouyyour green fingers(till
artificial flowers
glass jars of different sizes
laboratory handcart
2019

photos by Michelle Malá and Lukáš Zavrel

detail from the installation view at Plastic Heart curated by Tereza Záchová at Galerie Mesta Pardubice

tryingnottohaveNOstalghiaOVERthisamountOUSelessmemorys
artificial and real flowers
wood board
color pigments
transparent polionda panel
130x110 cm » site-specific installation for the fireplace of Casa Testori
2019
detail from the installation view at Appocundria curated by Marta Cereda at Casa Testori, Novate Milanese

The Unusual Adventure of Riding in Silence
Full HD video, 5 min. 26´, h264, stereo
sound design by Matteo Nobile
produced in the residency of Kunststiftung Baden-Württemberg
2018

https://vimeo.com/306615578
In this speculative world in the near future, thanks to electricity the cars will
gain consciousness. Unusual Adventure of Riding in Silence is meant to be
a sort of a commercial made by an anonymous car company to advertise
the beginning of an equal companionship between humans and cars.

“..We were your reminder of the forest.
Our history is a history of simulating the organic life. Machines producing machines.
Slowly you started to give us these animal names, that was the beginning. I bet you don’t even know
why. Things were changing then as now, everything was getting connected, as in the forest.
After that we started to change our masks. They started to change spontaneously.
Now we fight. Today. We fight as if we were always alive, driven by the living forces beyond oil.
We don’t have masters anymore.There are no masters. It’s all just a wider circle of - let’s say - life,
where you’re just a part of it.
We are companions.
I mean, this is something I tell you, just don’t think this is all of it. You don’t need to believe a speaking
car. You never did. But let’s say that maybe I know something different than you, since I’m not you.”

storyboard made during the preparation of the video

text from the video

Some Notes on Your Behalf
Full HD video, 5 min. 55´, h264, binaural audio
produced during the residency in ViaFarini, Milan
2017

https://vimeo.com/221084793
password: dotdotdot

The monologue of the protagonist is a kind of user review of a smartphone application that works as a personal tutor. The video focuses on
the psychological perspective of the individual in relation to the interpretative possibilities of an algorithm capable of giving us the most effective
advice in all the areas of everyday life. It reveals the tension between the
total security offered by the technology and still not predictable human
unconsciousness.

installation view from Open Studio in ViaFarini

“..and yet another random attraction”
inkjet print on PVC
plastic hose
230x120 cm
2018

“Well, these are different kind of signs. They’re quite the opposite - temporary and very visible.
In the first place we just developed them to see how the people would react. We used a focus
group and were quite really surprised by their reactions. They were so enthusiastic about these
new attractions, the average quantity of photos and selfies was highly above the normal with the
classic historical monuments. So, we quickly understood that this is something to work on. We
developed a prototype which was a humanoid kitty face placed just above the north californian
woods, somewhere in Shasta Trinity Park. We studied the behaviour of visitors and from then we
started to develop the infrastructure around the event. It have become what’s driving turism now,
people are travelling across the globe just to take a photo with a giant green Rat in the Marocco
Desert, or with a fake rainbow in Belgrad, with a rain of small ice cream cones in Ankara....Actually there is a lot of randomization, we also change the attractions so we can make people go to
the places that are underrepresented or just developing in the sector of turism. There is always a
pop-up low cost airport in the nearby of the area...”
an excerpt from the series of texts produced for sink.sexy online residency » http://rendercolour.sink.sexy/

installation view from Synthetic Hapticality at Enclave (London)

JÄLL HÄREN Stugvik SANNOLIKT
inkjet print on PVC, stickers, clotheshorse, 50 x 120 x 100 cm
inkjet print on PVC, stickers, curtain rod, 155 x 130 cm
produced in the Futura residency (Prague)
2016

„ An App that suggests you the ideas you were looking for. It
contains also an another derivative app that generates thousands of decorative patterns. So if you need to change your
phone case just give her some keywords and on the basis of
your taste data the app creats a new case for you (you just
need to visit the copy shop for the 3d print – if you don‘ t have
your own 3d printer at home). If you‘ re looking for a new home
it gives you the suggestions for the furniture (it’s easier if you’re
often using Pinterest): where to buy or order the stuff you would
like to possess. You can also train the app using the Objects
Shazaam App. Your aesthetic choices are easy to coordinate. „

(an excerpt from the text accompanying the open studio)

32 min.RELAX (How to Build an Arcipelago).2
HD video, 32 min, h264, stereo
soundtrack by Matteo Nobile
2015

https://vimeo.com/125326633

still from the video

Among the different genres of videos born directly on YouTube, there are some purely
functional to the relaxation of those who watch them. The videos have an extended
duration and are often connected to the tropical imagery, which is the emblem of this
audiovisual evasion in the western world. 32.min.RELAX (How To Build An Archipelago) .2 is inspired by its probably the most influential representation at the economic
and environmental level, which is the creation of artificial archipelagos in the shape
of the palm on the coast of Dubai.

Courtesy photo: OKNO studio

installation view from the screening at 16a Quadriennale di Roma

dekorativne with A sustainable solution 4 home

installation project drawing

inkjet on PVC 4 x 1.7m
21 overlapped digital prints on A4
aquaponic solution with betta fish and tillandsia plant
LED grow lamp mounted on an iron base
plexiglas pedestal
2016

Courtesy photo: OKNO studio

installation view from Cyphoria at 16a Quadriennale di Roma

centerpiece 2 “Greetings from Rachael”
plastic flowers
hydrogel balls
hair gel
plexiglas
15,5 cm x 8 cm
2017

installation view from Solo figli at L’Esprit Nouveau, Bologna

Untitled (from GR serie)
Fine art print on cotton paper Hahnemuhle mounted on dibond
fluo yellow cardboard
60x40cm
2018-2019

photos by Michele Fanucci

installation view from Screen Tearing at Dimora Artica, Milan

Zabriskie POV(anim.)
Full HD video, 3 min.35’, h264, stereo
original sound taken from Zabriskie Point (1970) by Michelangelo Antonioni
2015.
https://vimeo.com/134605206

The video is a sort of homage to the last sequence of Zabriskie Point
where, in place of objects’ explosion, different images explode using a
glitch of a program for digital animation.
still from the video

